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The comnrerce and Finauce prolbssor curriculunr ofllcer speciaiisation and practical irr this
prequel the sludents to face the modern days challenges in colnlrlerce and business It is
placentent orientatiott profbssional course eligible to pursue to become a Company Secretary.
progranr could provide well trained professional fbr the irrdustrial, banking sector. insura
crrnrpanies. transportatiort is warehousing etc 1c-l nreet thc rvell trained manpower eq'uipntenl tlre
studenls should passes the knorvledge skills attitude during the end of this program.
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The purpose of associate of the earth program is to guide each student towards attending a board
culture background as foundation of his her and eventual professional and to ensure that students
derelop fundamental skills and to lifelong commitment to learning Students will communicate
competitive through writing reading speaking and listening student will increase the understanding of
the culture and Sociefy in which they live career options are, tourism, linguistics etc they are eligible
to appear from any competitive exams conducted by Union Public Service Commission Karnataka
Public Sen ice Commission etc

BBA
BBA program has been designed to prepare graduates for attending a following specific outcomes
title thinking skills students are eligible to define analyse and device solution for structured and
unstructured business problems

BCA
The curriculum prepare students for a career in Software Industry by the students with the latest

rer olution in technology the programs Aim sto educate students in Computer Science and information
technologl'uith dancing on hands on practical training in software development career after BCA
s)'stem manager network system administrator to entrepreneurship software developer for techno
Marketing Sy'stem analytical web designing specialist database administrator

BSC
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11'Sciettce o1'1ltc I3('A dcgrcc courses a gradrralc degree concenr is science this cou
sics of science and conrpalisorts of these srrh.jects )ike phy'sics chcnristry aud nralhernalics
nplelion afier tlre coutplcliou of llsc degrec lherc arc various options available lbr the
ents they can go lirt'tnarketilrg deurc'es in Scicnce that is MSc go in researcit areas can

cr professionaljob orientatiort course of an they rnav-join only MNC companies aftertheir
ofthe course.

M.(-t)rn
Master of Cotntnerce provides a svstenratic and rigorous learning and exposure to banking & finance
related disciplines. To train tlte sludertts to develop conceplual applied and research skills as well as
coritpetences required for eff'ective problern solving and right decision rnaking to enable students rvell
versed in national as well as international treuds to facilitate the studerrts for conducting business
accounting and auditing practices to provide in depth understanding for all core areas specifically
advanced accounting International accor.rnting managel.nent research rrethodology business
environment arrd tax planning etc.

MA (English)
To understand an introduction to language & influence of the ideologies of the times on literature.
Critically appreciate a work of Iiterature given the background of the age and the Writer. The students
will learn to read analyse and interpreted the work of literature to acquaint them witlr the forms
structures and the aesthetics of style and techniques of literary works.
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Program Outcomes, Program Specilic Uutcomes and Lourse (Jutco

(POs, PSOs, COs)
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NAME OF THE
PROGRAM

PROGRAM SPECIFIC OUTCOMES o
*?

Bachelor of
Commerce

Aft". "r*pt"t-g three years program in Bachelors of Commerce, 
- 

I

The sturlents could achieve the following program outcomes 
I

1. After completing graduation students gain a thorough knowledge inl

the various aspects of business, trade and commerce. 
I

2. Students afe eligible for appearing for various competitive

examinations like Civil services examinations, Combined Defense

Services examinations, KPSC, IBPS, Indian Railway Board or

entering in to the govemment services.

3. Students apply the knowledge of mathematics, accounting,

management and computer to the solution of complex accounting and

management problems.

4. Students apply ethical principles and commit to professional integrity,

work responsibilities and norms of accounting and practices.

5. Students exercise Professional skills, values, team spirit, and high

leadership and to accept the challenges in the Industry and

Academics.

NA}TE OF THE
PROGRAM

PROGRAM SPECIFIC OUTCOMES

Bachelor of
Commerce

heknow1edge,skillsandattitudesduringtheir|
B.com degree course. By virtue of the training and learning, they could 

I

become eligible job hunters in government and private sectors. Even 
I

theycouldbecomesuccessfulbusinessmenolself-employedintheircareer. 
I

1. An inclination towards lifelong learning and acquiring contemporary 
I

knowledge 
I

2. Students have a greater number of alternatives to pursue Professional 
I

and traditional courses such as CA, CS, CWA, CMA. MBA, M. Com.

B.Ed. etc. for academic progressions.

3. Students will be able to pursue their career in higher education,

advance research and career specific plograms in the field of

commerce and finance.

4. Students will be able to get employment opportunities in functional

areas like taxation, accounting, auditing, banking, BPOs, KPOs,

insurance etc.

5. Students will acquire managerial skill like communication, decision

making, problem solving etc. in day to day business affairs.

6. Students will acquire theoretical and practical knowledge for

ific O dC Out
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pcl'1bmring variotts trusitlcss activities.

7.

tt.

1'ake independenl decisions in econotlic and social aspect

Acquire jobs in diff'erent sectors such as bankir-rg, industry.

companies. defense. CSO. NSSO, planriing departmer-rt etc'

9. Pursue post-graduation dcgree such as MBA, MSW and law.degree.

10. Start own entrePreneurshiP.

\
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PROGRAM OT,TCOME,S OF ARTS FACULTY

could be ahle to gain:

l.E,thicalprirrciplesandbecomeconrmittedtoprofessionaletlricsa
resPonsibilities'

2.Socio-scientiticapproachthroughliteratureenablestomoveforwa
from local to global'

3. Acquiring enhanced vocabulary makes them good communicators

civilians and Patriotic'

Bachelor of
Arts Developing knowledge, analyical skills and

solving and decision making'

Communicate concepts and information clearly

(oral, visual, written, etc')

Practice creative thinking and expression'

Collaborate fully with oth"tri!4ivi4ga4 and in teams.

reasoning for Proble

and various forma

6
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F.ogtu- SPecific Outcomes

areas of

World History'

2.BeacquaintedwiththerangeofissuesrelatedtothelndianHistory.

3.Thinkandarguehistoricallyandcriticallyinwritinganddiscussion.

4. Students will learn to explain how and why important events happen

and change over time occurs

5.CriticallyrecognizetheSocial'political'economicandcultural

BA

HISTORY

il"ablet the students to
ical ideals &

political PhilosoPhY'

Learns about the Politics of India along with constitutional structures

& institutions.

Analyzingthelndianconstitutionalprovisions,majorlegislations&
reforms.

Building consciousness regarding national political history'

Internationut ,.tutlJn, I pr"r""* IndLn & Western political thinkers'

Examining India's foreign relations with her neighbors & great

BA

POLITICAL
SCIENCE

0utcomes

Af* , of Arts (BA)

a

Program
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,qti., c()Dlplc1i()l) .rf rlrc prollri.lln. thc slttticttts are ablc-

To provide stutjcnls a l'unclartrental edr.rcatitlt-t in EcOnonrics.

BA

ECONOMICS

3. Pursue Post-Graduation degree in Ecot]omics. MBA, B.Ed., LLB" and

DemograPhY.

4. prepare and face the competitive examinations such as IES. UPSC-

KPSC, RailwaY, and IBPS.

5. Start own EntrePreneurshiP.

6. Know the performance and status of India in world Economy.

to B'A' with English as sPecific

subject of study is expected to achieve following outcomes'

They are able to

1. After reading literature students can be emotive and creative to lead

life. They can twist and turn the flexibility of language and make

their writing fully filted with emotion and feelings'

2. After reading various subjects, students can earn command over the

AcquireiobsindiflerentSectorssuchasbankirrg.industry.i
companils. dct'ense. planning department' CSO' NSSO etc'

subject of their choice.

3. Students can peruse some professional courses such as B.Ed., B.PEd-

LLB, MBA, and MA in the subject of their choice to make their

career bright.

4. Subject knowledge they earn helps them to pursue career in the field

of education, traislation, freelancing, management, creative writing-

editing, banking, publication, and journalism'

5. After learning arts students can get eligibility to write competitire

exams to pursue their career in defense, banking, administration' and

makes them visionaries.

2. Gains respect and identity in the society'

3. Understand the significance of critical thinking, social interactions-

economic development and sustainability'

4. Decision making in social and economic aspects of life leads to

become successful entrePreneur'

5. Capable of progressing to post graduation or making career in

various sectors like banking in

\
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ENGLISH

varl0us
1. Historic knowledge h"lp to 

""derstand 
the present scenario,



Program Outcorncs of the Scicncc F'acultv

Program

Pes
Program Outctlmcs

Aft.. th" **pletion of thrce years program in Bachelor

Science (B.Sc.) the students could be able to gain:

1. Acquired the knowlcdge with facts and figures related to various

subjects in basic sciences.

2. Understood the basic concepts, fundarnental principles, and the

scientific theories related to various scientiflc phenomena and their

relevancies in the day-to-day life.

3. Acquired the skills in handling scientific instruments, planning and

performing in laboratory experiment'

4. Developed scientific outlook not only with respect to science subjects

but also in all aspects related to life.

5. Enhancement of problem solving, critical thinking and analytical

reasoning to boost the students with new syllabus'

6. Demonstrate basic analltical skills in algebra, aptitude, reasoning, and

coding.

7. Developed scientific outlook not only with respect to science subjects

but also in all aspects related to life.
g. Students will establish themselves as effective professionals by solving

real problems through the use of computer science knowledge and

with attention to team work, effective communication, critical thinking

and problem-solving skills.

9. Students will develop professional skills that prepare them for

immediate employment and life-long learning in their related fields'

BACHELOR
OF SCIENCE

t
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Program Srrecific Outcomcs of B.Sc.
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NAME OF THE
PROGRAM

PROGRAM SPECIFIC OT]TCOMES ssTali (

B.Sc. with
PHYSICS

l.Educatingstudentsinthecoreofphysicsin.l,di,@
& experimental physics, while enabling students to train in both the
theoretical & practical aspects.

2. Providing high quality education in physics within an environmenr
committed to excellence in both teaching & research.

3. constructing & tackling problems of day to day life by correlating them
with appropriate physical principles.

4. usage of mathematics in physics equations to describe interpreting
results & critically comparing them with experiment & observations.

B.Sc. with
CHEMISTRY

1.

)

3.

The Chemistry temperament among young rtud.r@
design and carry out scientific experiments and record accurately the results
and analy ze the achievements.

Students will be able to explore new areas of research in both chemistrv and
allied fields of science and technology.

Career opportunities for Chemistry Aspirants in Industries are: Anall.tical
chemist, Biotechnologist, chemical Engineer, Healthcare scientist. clinical
biochemisty, Forensic Scientist, Nanotechnologist, pharmacologist

Scientist, Scientifi c Toxicologist.
Professional opportunities for Chemistry Aspirants are: civil Service fas
Streamer, Environmental consultant, Higher Education Lecturer.
Management consultant, Nuclear Engineer, patent Attorney, Radiation
Protection, Practitioner

4.

B.Sc. with

MATHEMATICS

1.HelpsstudentstosolvetheproblemsinPhysic',c@
Computer Science

2. Students are able to formulate and develop mathematical arguments in a
logical manner

3. Demonstrate basic analytical skills in algebra, aptitude, reasoning. and
coding.

4. Apply the underlying unifying structures of mathematics (i.e. sets,
relations and functions, logical structure) and the relationships among
them



PROGITAMME OUTCOME, PROGRAMME SPECIFIC OUTCOME AND OF BCA
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Programme's Mission & Vision

o To provide skilled nlanpower to the professional. industrial

service sectors to meet global detnands and also to provide

intellectual leadership to the community

o To help and promote the cultural heritage of the nation and

preserve the environmental sustainability and quality of life.

0bjectives

a) To attract young minds in order to bring out the already in

computer hardware, software and networks.

b) To inculcate logical thinking amongst the young minds.

c) To be a foundation graduate Programme which will act as a

feeder course for higher studies in the area of Computer

Science/Applications. c) To develop skills in software

development so as to enable the BCA graduates to take up

self employment in Indian & Global software market.

d) Become a responsible citizen with leadership qualities to

strengthen India's economy in the IT sector.

e) Analytical and computational approaches on and face the

challenges boldly.

f) The student should drive scientific and societal

advancement through technological innovation and become

a successful entrePreneur.

Programme outcome:

The students will be able to

- Acquire skills and information not only about Computer and

Information Technology but also in communication, organizatron

and management.

- They are well equipped with the skills of Engineering approach

insoftware development.

- Get to learn programming languages such as C, C++, HTML,

SQL, DBMS, Networking etc.

- Information about various computer applications and latest

developments in IT and communication systems is also provided.

They develop an ability to acquire and apply new knowledge as

PROGRAMME
OUTCOMII

BCA.
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needed. usirrg appropriate learning strategies.

I r apply knowledge of computing and ,rathematics appropriate 1r

9:rE f 1he discipline.

L r identi11,. lbrnrulate. and develop sorulions to computational
challenges.

! design, inrplement" and evaluate a computational system to meet
desired needs within realistic constraints.
! function elrectively on teams to accomplish shared computing
design, evaluation, or implementation goals.

! Ability to work in team and build leadership qualities.
n Importance of time in completing the projects on time.
D will be well equipped with thorough knowledge of various
softwares.

! will be familiar with working with various operating system
platforms.

n Understand the professional, ethicar, legal, security, and social
issues and responsibilities in computing profession.
n Analyse impacts of computing on individuals, organizations, and
society.

n Recognition of the need for and ability to engage in continuing
professional development.

! will be able to choose appropriate techniques, skills, and tools
necessary for
E Designing of correct models in the construction of software
systems of varying complexity.

PROGRAMME
SPECIFIC

OUTCOME

The students acquire a depth arra t
development process and the milestones to be met
can be immediately recruited in both (within) the country and in
the global software market.
will also be eligible to persue MCA, DAAD, GRE-TOFEL for MS

degree..
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Bachelor of Business Administration (BBA 3 Years)

Program me Objectives (PO)

The ob-iectives of BBA Programrne are:

To remember the conceptual knowledge

management.

rvith an integrated approach to various functiolrsof

To develop leadership and communication skills to become successful business leadersand

managers.

To encourage and develop critical thinking, analysis and initiative ability skills.

To develop problem-solving skills through experiential learning and innovative pedagogyto

ensure utilization of knowledge in professional careers.

To apply the various concepts, theories and models in the area of HR, Marketing, Finance.PO6:

To develop a positive attitude and life skills to become a multi facet personality with a sense of

environmental consciousness and ethical values.

Programme Learning Outcomes (PLO)

The expected outcomes after completing the program would be:

Management knowledge: Acquire adequate knowledge through principles, theory and models

of business management, Accounting, Marketing, Finance, IT, Operations and Human Resource.

Communication: Demonstrate proficiency for Business Communication for effective and

professional business management.

Technical Knowledge: Acquire employability skills through practical exposure of IT and its

usage in management.

Investigation of Business Problems: Analyze and comprehend the applicability of management

principles in solving complex business issues.

Entrepreneurial Perspective: Develop entrepreneurial skills to become an entrepreneur.

Environment and Sustainabiliff: To build perspective about global environment including

cultural, social and sustainability issues.

Leadership Skills: Ability to develop group behavior and lead a team to achieve the individual,

group and organizational goals.

Ethics: Understand importance of ethics in
social responsibil ity.

business decision-making and inculcate the spirit of

o



f
)lobal I)crspcctive: Ciomprehend the applicabilitl,

business rvorld.perlainin-u to qlobal

fic Expertise: Apply various concepts. theories and modcls in the lunctionalareas of
hess like Marketing. HR and Finance in the Organizations.

Cross-Disciplinary Integration and Strategic Perspective: Acquire arrcl apply knowledge of
econonrics. mathematics. statistics and production and operation rnanagelnent a1d its integrition
relevant to business decisions.

Legal Knowledgc: Obtain legal knowledge of various business operations for effectivedecision-
making.

Prosram Snecific Outcomes (PSO)

Acquire Practical learning through summer internship, industrial visit and Business planetc.

Demonstrate analytical and problem-solving skills through core elective area of
specialization in Finance, Human Recourse, and Marketing to solve the business issues.

Understand and develop the new dimensions of knowledge through open electives to caterthe
need of the industry.

v
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Program Outconles of M.COM. TS
NAME OF THE

PROGRAM PROGRAM OUTCOMES

MASTER OF
COMMERCE

After the completion of TWO years program i" Must.. ,f
the students could bc able to gain:
1. The degree leads to the comprehensive knowredge of the subject.
2. Students can write competitive examinations like UGC-NET, SLET.

and M.Phil.. Ph.D. and can get the job of assistant professors at
colleges and universities.

3. Subject knowledge helps them to pursue their career in the field of
education, translation, research, teaching, freelancing, management,
creative writing. editing, banking, publication, and journalism.

4. Master Degree helps students getting through the competitive exams.
5. Know when there is a need for information, to be able to identify,

locate, evaluate and effectively use that information for the issue or
problem at hand.

6. Impart the students with higher level knowledge and understanding of
contemporary trends in commerce and business finance.

7. Enable the students for an in depth analysis of investment, portfolio
management, investment banking and liquidation of investments.

8. Facilitate the students to apply capital budgeting techniques for
investment decisions.

9. Provide guidance to students to plan and undertake independent
research in chosen area of knowledge

t
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I'rogram Outcomes of M.COI{.

NAME OF THE
PROGRAM PROGRA},T OT]TCOMES

MASTER OF
COMMERCE

After the completion of rwo years program i, nrrrt". nr coil
the students could be able to gain:
l. The degrec leads to the comprchensive knowledge of the subjcct.
2. Students can write competitive examinations like IJGC-NET. SLET,

and M.Phil., Ph.D. and can get the job of assislant professors at
colleges and universities.

3. Subject knowledge helps them to pursue their career in the field of
education, translation, research, teaching, freelancing, management,
creative writing, editing, banking, publication, and.iournalism.

4. Master Degree helps students getting through the competitive exams.
5. Know when there is a need for information, to be able to identify,

locate, evaluate and effectively use that information for the issue or
problem at hand.

6. Impart the students with higher level knowledge and understanding of
contemporary trends in commerce and business finance.

7. Enable the students for an in depth analysis of investment, portfolio
management, investment banking and liquidation of investments.

8. Facilitate the students to apply capital budgeting techniques for
investment decisions.

9. Provide guidance to students to plan and undertake independent
research in chosen area of knowledge
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M.COM.

I Sem.

A020

Advanced

Marketing

Management

col To familiarize the students with the fundamentals of
marketing including marketers' perspectives

cC2
To make the students understand the concepts of product

design

co3
To know the implications of distribution & channel

integration decisions

c04
Enabling the students to understand the importance and

process of MIS and its usages in the organizational context

co5
To understand the implications of current trends in online

marketing

M.COM.

I Sem.

A030

Financial
Management

co1
To acquaint the students with various methods and techniques

of financial management

c02
Understand and analyze the capital structure and its

approaches

co3
Students can understand evaluation of capital budgeting

approaches

co4

Students can acquire knowledge about dividend decisions in

practice with various models

co5
Calculation of working capital requirement and components

of working capital.

M.COM.

I Sem.

A0l0

Strategic

Management

cor To understand the framework across strategic analysis,

strategy formulation and strategic implementation

c02
To study the environmental analysis and diagnosis with
models

co3 To know the formulation of strategy and its choice

co4
To study the relationship between formulation and

implementation of strategy

cos
To understand the techniques of strategic evaluation and

control

I

,/



M.COM.

I Sem.

A040

Applied
Economics for

Business

coI 1-he basic i:nderslanding ol-manageriirl cconol

into the lundamental concepts o1'economics. EWffi)x

co2

Able to understand of various approaches of corr\!e!-12f
behavior and derivation of demand accordingly. 

-\\=---l

co3

Able to understand and discussed the probable outcomes ol
concept of Production & functional relationship. Specific
laws related to behavior of production, externalities.

c04

Able to understand the probable outcomes o1'concept of Costs

& their functional relationship specific laws related to

behavior of cost functions with simple problems.

co5

Able to understand and discussed the probable outcomes of
various forms of market and their operations with regard to

determination of price, output and existing realmarket. Able
to understand the probable outcomes of various trade cycles

such as depression prosperity, peak and recession.

M.COM.

I Sem.

A110

Managerial
Accounting

col

Understanding about the concept of management and tools

and techniques of it.

c02

Gain knowledge about marginal costing and break-

evenanalysis.

co3

Understanding different methods of financial analysis and

interpretation tools and different types of ratios.

co4

Acquire knowledge about preparation of fund flow statement

and cash flow statement.

cos Understand the techniques of uniform costing and inter firm
comparison.

M.COM.

I Sem.

At20

Stock Market
Operations

col Understanding the overview of securities market

c02 Understanding role, importance and working system of
primary market

co3
Understanding functions, members of secondary market and

SEBI' s trading mechanism.

co4 Understanding depositary services, its types and legal

framework for protecting investor's interest.

cos Understanding environment of international stock exchanges,

o
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B0l0

Busincss

Research

Methodology

Understand the concepts of busines..ffi
Acquire knowledge about -ethodsffi
samplingM.COM.

II Sem. E
To know

T" 1."."

--

the statistical applications

@co5

M.COM.

II Sem.

B030

Corporate
Restructuring

col r o understand srgnrhcant motives of corporate restructuring

co2

co3 l o understand the rmplementation of merger and acquisition

c04

co5 l o unoerstancl the working measures for control of industrial
sequence

M.COM.

II Sem.

8020

Quantitative
Techniques

col understand the uses of quantitative techniques in business
and industry

co2 Gain knowledge to optimize the offi
resources by using Linear programming problem.

co3 Understand the optimum methods@
costs and optimum assignment of salesman.

activities to complete the job or project using PERT & CpM

environments

c04

co5

M.COM.

II Sem.

A2t0

Advanced
Corporate

Accounting

cor I o acqurre knowledge about preparation of final accountJ

co2 l o uncrerstand the accounting treatment in internal and
external reconstruction

co3 rrepararlon oI consolrdated financial statements in case of
holding companies

To understun

methods of buy back of shares.
c04

co5 I o understand the methods of trading in financial instruments
and its presentation in the books of accounts.

M.COM. 4220 col r o acqulre knowredge about investment process planning and

T

-
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II Scrn. I rr*".lnr"nl
Analvsis andl"i Portfolio

I

| )Vtanagement

r aritlus irrr e stnrcnt allcrnative s
I

COf 
I 
Provision of knowledge on fundamental analysis

I I technical arralysis ol'securities
ll

#s
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co3 To understand capital market theory along with practical

examples

c()4 To evaluate portfblio construction

co5 Determination of different methods of portfolio revisions

M.COM.

II Sem.

H070

Indian
Economy

cor Understanding the

aspects ofnational
characteristics of Indian economy and

income.

c02
To study the lndian demography, urbanization, povefty and

infrastructure.

co3 To know agricultural and industrial growth and development.

c04 To gain knowledge on working of money and capital markets

co5 To analyse financial and trade reforms of India

M.COM.

III Sem.

c010
Business

Research

Methods

co1 Understand the concepts of business research

c02
Acquire knowledge about methods of data collection and

sampling

co3 To understand data processing and analysis

co4 To know the statistical applications

cos To learn how to write business reports

M.COM.

III Sem.

c020

International
tr'inancial

Management

col Understand the International Financial Management

coz To understand in depth about Foreign Exchange Methods

co3
To evaluate Foreign Exchange Risk Management and

Economic Exposure

co4 To design global financing strategy.

co5
Determination of Capital budgeting and working capital

management of MNC's

M.COM.

III Sem.

c110
Financial

Markets and
Institutions

col To understand the structure of Indian financial system

co2 To understand recent developments in money market and

capital market
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Il Scnr. Investme nt

-Analvsis and" col
Portfolio

L

Management 
I

various i nrreslnrenl alternatives

technical analysis of securities

analysis

co3 To understand capital market theory along with practical

examples

c()4 To evaluate portfolio construction

co5 Determination of different methods of portfolio revisions

M.COM.

II Sem.

H070

Indian
Economy

col Understanding the

aspects of national
characteristics of Indian economy and

income.

c02
To study the Indian demography, urbanization, poverty and

infrastructure.

co3 To know agricultural and industrial growth and development.

co4 To gain knowledge on working of money and capital markets

cos To analyse financial and trade reforms of India

M.COM.

III Sem.

c010
Business

Research

Methods

co1 Understand the concepts of business research

c02 Acquire knowledge about methods of data collection and

sampling

co3 To understand data processing and analysis

co4 To know the statistical applications

co5 To learn how to write business reports

M.COM.

III Sem.

c020

International
Financial

Management

col Understand the International Financial Management

co2 To understand in depth about Foreign Exchange Methods

co3
To evaluate Foreign Exchange Risk Management and

Economic Exposure

co4 To design global financing strategy.

co5
Determination of Capital budgeting and working capital

management of MNC's

M.COM.

III Sem.

c110
Financial

Markets and
Institutions

col To understand the structure of Indian financial system

co2 To understand recent developments in money market and

capital market
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C()4 "fo create awareness on regulatory aspects of banking ar-rd

fi nancial inslittttions
I

'st
co5 To understand about investment institutions and regulatory

framework of it

To create awareness about accounting practices relating to

various issues of corporate accounting

M.COM.

III Sem

ct20
Corporate
Accounting

col

cC2 f" '".q"i* tnowledge about preparation of final accounts

co3 ttrut.ratio, of aifferent methods of goodwill and shares

co4
To ,rra.ttt'*a tn" accounting treatment in internal and

external reconstruction

co5 @idated financial statements in case of

holding companies

M.COM.

III Sem.

c130
Accounting

for
Specialized
Institutions

col ffirance and provisions relating to final

accounts.

co2 @bout preparation of final accounts of

electricity companies.

co3 ffi legal provisions of banking

companies relating to final accounts

co4 ffiledge about preparation of final

accounts of hotel undertakings

co5 ffinowledge about preparation of final

accounts of hospital undertakings

M.COM.

III Sem.

OEC

Statistics

col @.V distribution, Measure of central

tendancy

co2 Unde"standing abount skewness and correlation

co3

co4
@ty, law of probabilitY, and law of

probability

co5
@istribution, Poisson distribution and

normal distribution

M.COM. D020

International
co1

ilaerrtand the conc"pts of international trade policies and

relations

rl

t



lY Sem. llusincss i ;; ffi
itiut Alignment\$\co3 uB<

rnapping comPetitlve shtIt.

c04
To understand the conccpts of' export lmpo( pollcles ano

franchising.

cos

M.COM.

IV Sem.

D010

Electronic
Commerce

co1

coz To know different electronic payment systems'

co3 T" ,"d&tt"rd B*iness to Consumer model of E-commerce

co4 G;rd".sta"d B"siness to Business model of E-commerce

cos Worki.,g *ith Accounting Software (Tally)'

M.COM

IV Sem

D020

International
Business

coi To understand

relations

the concePts oI lntematlonal traoe p0rrurss a

co2 @tinational corporation and criticism on

multinationals

I to understand Global compettttve
co3 I'"' I mapping competitive shift'

Alignment matrix.

co4
ffincepts of export import policies

franchising.

and

CO5 l WTO and Liberalization of agriculture trade'

M.COM.

IV Sem.

D110

SecuritY

Analysis and

Portfolio
Management

col

To acquire knowledge about investment process plannlng ano

various investment alternatives

technical analYsis of securities

examples

To evaluate portfolio construction

cC2

co3

co4

co5 Determination of different methods of porttollo revrsrons

M.COM.

IV Sem.

D120

Innovation in
Accounting

co1 understand guidance note of ICAI on prlce level accountlng.

coz

I
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CO3

LJndcrstald social anc'l cnvilonmcnlal accounting praclices of
Indian companies

\@ co4
To acquire knowledge about accounting for intangibles and

brand valuation

co5
To understand ethical issues involved in creative accounting

and role of fbrensic accounting.

M.COM.

IV Sem.

D130

Mutual Fund

co1 To familiarize the study about the concept of mutual fund

c02
To understand the KYC and PAN requirement for Mutual
fund documentation and fund transactions through stock

exchanges, investment services

co3
To acquire the knowledge about various drivers and measures

of return and risk in mutual funds

c04 Acquaint the students with different types of mutual funds

co5
To understand of MF Tax provisions, dividend payouts,

indexation and capital gains tax.

M.COM.

IV Sem.

D 030

Project
Report

co1 To formulate research problem statements

co2 Enabling the students to articulate hypothesis, objectives etc.

co3 To develop research design.

co4
To acquire knowledge about data collection, tabulation,
analysis using various statistical tools

co5 To understand the art of research report writing.

\

?
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M.A. ENGLISH

PROGRAMM E OUTCOMES (POs)

o On successful completion of M. A. English programme, the students would have

. developed mastery of English language skills and forms to be used in explicitly

. meaningful contexts through literature and criticism

. appreciated and admired the master minds of literature and analyzed a variety of literary

. samples to determine the components, organizations, and structure of academic text

o molded themselves into full-fledged literary critics with good attitude towards
objectivecriticism and unbiased conclusions

o integrated the indispensable human values to become respectful humans and law-abidingcitizens

promoted their managerial skills to work independently and in groups so that they could

transform themselves into job-ready candidates and achieve their career goals

widened their perspective to face the literary and artistic challenges and incorporate lCTskills to
clear competitive examinations like NET, SET, UPSC, TNPSC etc.



O

PROGRAMME SPECIFIC OUTCOMES

At the end of the programme, the student will be able to

Read, understand, analyze, interpret, and extrapolate from the complex texts that are

at the heart of the diverse traditions of the English language.

ldentify, analyze, interpret and describe the critical ideas, values, and themes that

appear in literary and culturaltexts and understand the way these ideas, values, and

themes inform and impact culture and society, both now and in the past.

o Demonstrate a command of written academic English, including the abilities to a)

organize and present material in a cogent fashion, b) formulate and defend original

arguments, c) employ effectively the language of their discipline, and d) write under

time constraints.

Analyse, interpret, and understand the complex interrelationships between authors,

texts, and specific social, political, and historical contexts and apply critical and

theoretical approaches to the reading and analysis of literary and cultural texts in

multiple genres.

r Write well in a variety of formats, including essays, research papers, reflective writing,

and critical reviews of secondary sources and to cogently convey their own

interpretations and perspectives, or produce new creative and artistic works

themselves

7
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UHOutcomesSubjectCourse ( M.A in English)

l. To acquaint the studen

British Literature and tran

from Fourteenth centurY to the

Eighteenth century ethos.

2. To critically engage with

representative maiustreanr E,ngl isll

literature from the foufteenth to

the eighteeltth centurY, through

selected texts and background

readings.

3. To discuss a variety of texts in

relation to their socio-cultural

and historical contexts.

4. To motivate the students to

develop independent critical

thinking in their analYsis of
literary texts

British Literature-l

l. To motivate the students

improve knowledge levels needed

to form a perspective in American

Literature.

2. To enable the students to

develop an idea of how literature

in the US evolved.

3. To discuss issues of race, class

and gender in the context of
American I iterary landscaPe.

4. To trace the develoPment of the

major ideas and concepts

expressed in American literature.

1 .2 American Literature

I To enable the students to

develop overall perspective and

understanding of lndian English

Literature.

2. To help them to engage

themselves with several Problems

1.3 lndian English Literature
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and issuesandthe nlajor debates

irr the area of lE,L'

3. To make tlre learners aware of

Indian sensibilitY in the

I representatlve worKs.

r$
ai

+

t To introduce the students to

seminal texts by literary theorists

and philosoPhers who have shaPed

the study of Literature.

2 To sensitize the students to the

transition from Humanistic to

Modern and Post-Modern Critical

Tradition.
3. To provide an introduction to

current critical tlreories.

4 To analYze literarY writings'

based on ever evolving traditions

I ofcriticism.

M.A -l sem 1.4 LiterarY Criticism and

eory

. To familiarise students with

[heorizing gender in feminism,

queer studies or masculinitY

studies.

2 To introduce students to literary

texts that Prioritise issues of
gender, both in India and the

West.

3. To provide knowledge of gender

theory, its evolution from

feminism to queer theory, and

masculinitY studies.

4 To interPret a text and read

social change through the lens of

gender.

M.A -l sem 1.5 Gender Studies

l. To know the nalure. meanine ana 
I

definition of Tribal Lilerature To 
I

understand the oralitY and 
I

cognitive aPProach.

2 To understand MYthological,

Historical-GeograPhical

Psychological, Structural,

M.A -l sem 1.6 Tribal Literature
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Contextual, Nativism. Oral

Forrnulaic etc. l

3. To nraster the tlreories of Tri
Literature.

ffi(
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M.A - llsem British Literature 1. To critically engage lvith
representative mainstream

English literature in the

Nineteenth and Twentieth
century, through selected texts

and background readings.

2 To discuss a variety of texts

in relation to their historical
contexts and backgrounds.

3. To help the students to

develop independent critical
thinking in their analysis of
literary texts.

4. To interrogate superimposed

schema and period descriptions
which ignore or gloss over the

many complex relations between

authors and their cultures.

M.A - ll sem Contemporary Literary
eory

l. To explore the artistic,
psychological, and political
impact of colonization through

a study of range of literary and

theoretical texts.

2 To explore the concepts of
history, culture, nationalism,
gender and race inthe context
of postcolonial literature and

theories.

3. To develop a critical
understanding of colonial and

postcolonial constructs such as

Orientalism, the global and

transnational, cosmopolitan and



r

the international

Comparative Literature l. l-o introduce the students to
the theories and methods o1'

corn parati ve I iterature.
2 To help the learners to move
beyond the frontiers of Europe
and grasp alternative concepts
of comparative literature

M.A - ll sem Translation Studies l. To familiarize the students
with theoretical issues in
Translation Studies and with
the diverse aspects of the
academic discipline.
2 To help them develop sound
analytical skills in the study of
semantic relationships between
ST and TT.
3. To train the students in the
art of translation

M.A - llsem European Classics l. To introduce the students
to ideas of classicism across
languages and regions.
2 To open the argument to
include the pre-modern world.

M.A - ll sem English for Employability. l. To enable the students to
learn language skills through
LSRW.

2 To learn the application of
English grammar for
employability.
3. To develop communication
skills for the job marke

M.A -lllsem Indian Literature in
Translation - I

l.To map cultural diversity,
linguistic plurality and literary
traditions -written as well as
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oral - in India through
study of range of literary. fi
and theoretical texts.
2. To fbcus on the literature of
country fl'orrr the Classical
period to the early European

contact in the I 8th century and

aims at acquainting the
students with major ancient
and medieval movements in
lndian thought as reflected in
the translated works.
3. To encourage comparing the
treatment of different themes
and styles in the genres of
fiction, poetry and drama as

reflected in the prescribed

translations

87 3ll

M.A -lllsem Dalit Literature l. To critically understand

sorrows, tribu Iations, slavery
degradation, ridicule and
poverty endured by Dalits.
2 To understand the significance
of Dalit Literature as a lofty
image of grief.

3. To celebrate Dalit studies as a

literature of freedom and
intimidation from society.
4. To train the students in a
multi-genre approach to Dalit
writings.

M.A -lll sem Cultural Studies 1. To understand the
formation of cultural
constructs.

2 To know how cultures change
on account of changed living
conditions and the manner in
which they are constructed by
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s\ traditional belief systems.

Research Methodology i.'l-o learn textual. editorial

and bibliographical skills.

2 To develop skills of
d issertation/Proj ect writing

lA -lll sern

l. To improve the abilities

of communication.

2 To develop conversational

skills.

3. To engage in the practical

aspects of the course

Communicative EnglishM.A -lll sem

M.A -lll sem

M.A - lV sem Indian Literature

Translation - 2

1n l. is course is in continuation

of Indian Literature in

Translation - I and provides an

introduction to the central

concerns of Indian Literature

in the twentieth century across

regions, languages and genres.

2 It works with the contexts of
literary production and

consumption and encourages

the students to study the works

comparatively.

3. e last unit seeks to

problematize the issues of
identity, homeland, memory

and belonging.

M.A - lV sem New Literature l. To introduce issues themes

and debates in writings from
the formerly colonized spaces

through a study ofrange of
literary, theoretical and film

L
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2. To examine inl'luence oF

western culture on non

lvestern societies.

3. To study postcolonial

Literature written primaril

English by authors around

world in their historical
context, with due emphas

upon their interrelations

I .s
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M.A - lV sem Diaspora Literature l. To offer a broad view of the

literary corpus produced by the

Diaspora writers from the

diasporic locations.

2 To help the students explore

the issues specific to the

phenomenon of migration that
figure in the representation of
diasporic experience.

M.A - lV sem Oral Literature l. To recognise and

understand the elements of
folklore and myth in literary
works.

2 To enable to integrate and

formulate various aspects of
myth criticism.
3. To enable to review,

appreciate and apply myths of
the world present in literary
works.

4. To understand and identify
the elements of folklore and

myth.

5. To remember the critical
theories for analysis

M.A - lV sem Black Literature 1. To make the student

understand a grounding in the

\t

J
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historica[. cultural and literary

contexts o{' verbal expression in

Black literaure.

2. To introduce to the

emergence of colonial

intervention.

M.A - lV sem Project Work l. To introduce students to

the art ofresearch.

2 Based on the project work the

students are to be tested for

their ability to l. Identify and

state the research Problem 2.

Conduct survey 3. Select

relevant data from PrimarY
sources 4. Make intelligent

inferences 5. Use logic and

analysis 6. Design model of
interpretation and aPPIY it

To undertake a major Project

work in disciplines related to

literature of contemPorary

interest.

o
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Co-ordinator
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